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Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Senator Berry and Representative Berube:
I am forwardi,ng herewith for your review and consideration a report on
an evaluation of the Maine State Lottery which addresses the following
questions and areas of interest:
1.

Why has revenue been far below early projections?

2.

What is the propriety of the percentages of payout?

3.

What is the best method for increasing the yield?

4.

The Incredible Instant Game - July 14 to August 27, 1976.

5.

The Auto Game- Beginning September 15, 1976.

Other copies arc being distributed as listed in the report on the page
entitled Report Distribution.
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EVALUATION
MAINl'~ ~~TATE

LOTTERY COMMISSION

BACKGROUND
The Division of Program Review and Evaluation of the Maine State Department
of Audit was contacted May 25, 1976 by the Chairman of the Performance Audit
Committee with a request to assist that Committee in its examination of the
operations of the Lottery Commission in pursuance of a Legislative Order
dated March 9, 1976. After an inspection of the Order, the State Auditor
instructed the Division Director to design an evaluation plan, gather and
analyze appropriate data, formulate opinions and recommendations and report
the findings to the Committee at the earliest practical date. Certain
aspects of the two most recent instant games required resolution to assure the
completeness of the report.
Little time could be devoted to the project in the month of June due to other
commitments. With some amount of unavoidable interruptions, detailed planning
and initial data gathering began in July and concluded in this completed report
scheduled for general release in the month of October 1976.
The Legislative Order suggests five basic topics which are paraphrased as
follows:
1.

Why has revenue been far below projections?

2.

Verify the propriety of the percentages of the distribution of funds.
a. Winning Tickets
b. Operations
c. General Fund

3.

Determine the best method for increasing yield to the general fund.

4.

Determine the effectiveness of Commission policies in carrying out
legislative intent embodied in the Public Laws of 1973, Chapter 570.

5.

Scrutinize operations.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The sponsor of the Legislative Order was contacted for the purpose of gaining
clarification of, and additional insight into, the specific interests of the
legislature. It became apparent that in pursuing a satisfactory response to
the above mentioned concerns it would be necessary to examine the effectiveness,
efficiency, and economy of program performance implicit in items #4 and #5.
The annual financial audit of the Lottery Commission will provide additional
scrutiny to lottery operations.
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After some amount of initial library research into the nature of governmentoperated lotteries, a work plan was formulated that would best meet the time
frame imposed by the order. A series of sub-questions were developed to
guide the general progress of the evaluation. The answers to the sub-questions
appear as commentary and exhibits under the section entitled, "Findings."
Input to the study was received from current and former members of the Commission
and its staff, other state lottery commissions, the company contracted to
establish the lotte1y system, the Lottery Commission's contracted advertiser,
the supplier of games utilized, Liquor Commission store employees selling tickets,
the State Law Library, a published study on the impact of legalized gambling in
other states, contracts of the Commission, the State Budget Officer and State
Treasurer and the records of the Commission and the State Controller.
The findings from these sources were subjected to review and analysis and provided the basis for the content of this report.
HISTORY OF THE LOTTERY IN MAINE
The legislature after considerable discussion and controversy enacted Chapter 570
of the Public Laws of 1973 which established a State Lottery Commission, subject
to voter approval. 1ne approval of the voters was received in November 1973 by
a 2-l margin.
The first members of the Commission were appointed by Governor Kenneth M. Curtis
in February 1974 and included:
Peter J. Gorman of Waterville, Chairman
John McSweeney of Old Orchard Beach, Member
William Gove, Jr. of Wiscasset, Member
Donna Tibbets of Brewer, Member
Peter Sang of Portland, Member
Christo Anton of Biddeford was named the first director of the Lottery at the
meeting in February 1974. George Orestis of Lewiston replaced Mr. Anton in
January 1975.
Three consulting firms were interviewed in March 1971~ for the purpose of determining which would receive the contract for the design of the lottery system
to be utilized. The firm of Mathematica, Inc. was selected over Arthur Young, Co.
and Analytics, Inc. after a review of the proposals.
In April 1974, Dunn and Theobald, Inc. of Bangor was contracted to be the Lottery·'s
advertising agent. The Commission changed agents in November 1974 to Chellis,
Conwell, Gale and Poole, Inc. of Portland.
Managers were employed to direct the operations of the marketing, :financial and
administration divisions in May 1974. The first sales of Lottery tickets began
the week of June 27, 1974.
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FINDINGS ANil EVALUATION COMMENTARY
Why has revenue been far below projections?
Three factors determine the amount of revenue credited to the
GENERAL
General Fund by the Lottery Connnission; namely, ticket sales, costs and the
amount (45% of sales) set aside for prizes. Costs are relatively fixed, therefore, the key ingredient to the amount of General Fund revenue produced is the
amount of gross sales generated.
PROJECTED SALES
• The first forecasts of lottery sales appear in transcripts of legislative work sessions. Many figures were discussed at various
times prior to the enactment of the enabling statute. Some proved later to be
far in excess of what was actually realized, while at least one proved to be
reasonably correct. The detail to the initial forecasts is now difficult to
locate, but, we corresponded with Mathematica, Inc. of Princeton, New Jersey,
the company that was selected to establish the state's lottery system, to learn
more of their projection, one of the larger returns predicted.
Mathematica stated that they had estimated gross sales amounting to $12 to $20
per capita or $12 to $20 million per year assuming a population of 1,000,000.
Using the same per capita estimate and correcting for the adjusted Maine census
figure at July 1, 1975, the forecast by Mathematica becomes $13 to $21 million
annually.
The responses to a questionnaire prepared as a part of this study and mailed to
several lottery states revealed the following related data in addition to other
useful information:
Total
Population

State
-~-

Michigan
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Maryland
Connecticut

(1976)
(1976)
(1976)
(1975)
(1976)
(1976)

For Comparative Purposes:
Maine
(1976)
Note:

(1)

Gross
Sales

---

9,108,000
808 ,ooo
5,828,000
919,000
4,o48,ooo
3,032,000

$225,000,000 (1)
14,500,000 (1)
103,213,524
15 ,05)! ,676
59,700,000
29,493,864

1,059,000

8,281,180

Includes investment income (rounded by Commission)

Annualized
Per Capita
Sales

$24.70
17.95
17.71
16.38
14.75
9.73
7.82
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ACTUAL GROSS SALES • • • • An in-depth review was made of the sales records
for selected periods in the first two years of the lottery's operation.
These periods were selected to reflect trends in sales which could be used
for comparison with the annualized per capita sales of $12 to $20 estimated
by Mathematica, Inc, Selected period sales figures converted to an annualized
per capita sales rate are as follows:
Annualized
Per Capita
Sales Rate

5.20
14.72
7.82

1st week of lottery sales 6/27/74
1st 6 months fiscal year 1974-75
2nd 5~ months fiscal year 1974-75 (excludes 2 weeks of sales in
6/75 of 1st instant-type game)
1st year 1974-75
lst 8 weeks of period containing the lst instant game (6/19/758/7/75)
2nd year 1975-76

The first year annualized per capita sales figure was based on gross sales :in
1974-75 of $5,198,395 which was $7,801,605 or 60 percent below the lowest estimate
of sales by Mathematica, Inc. The second year annualized per capita sales figure was
based on gross sales in 1975-76 of $8,281,180 which was $4,718,820 or 36 percent below the lowest estimate of sales by Mathematica, Inc.
PROJECTED REVENUES • • • • The amount of revenue actually credited to the General
Fund is entirely dependent upon the amount of sales and the costs necessary to
produce those sales. As a statutory requirement, at least 45 percent of sales
must be set aside to establish a reserve for prizes.
Revenue projeq'ted for the General Fund is as follows:
Source
Mathematica, Imc., Princeton, New Jersey
ESCO Research, Inc., Portland
Lottery Commission
Bureau of the Budget

(Stated in $ Million)
1974-75
1975-76
$5.2 - 9.3

$5.2 - 9.3

1.9

1.9

3.1
3.1

11.6
4.1

Mathematica's high projection of sales $20,000,000 minus 45% for prizes of
$9,000,000 and estimated costs of $1,700,000 was the basis for the $9.3 million
figure, The estimate by the Lottery Commission for 1974-75 was arrived at
through a joint effort with the Bureau of the Budget. The $11.6 million
projection for 1975-76 appeared on a budget form signed by the former Director,
Mr. Anton as well as the Financial Manager and submitted to the Bureau of th~
Budget by the Lottery Conunission. It was subsequently revised downward by che
State Budget Officer to $4.1 million. Contact with the former Lottery Director
shed little light on the specifics of the high estimate for 1975-76. His report
for calendar 1974 reflected high hopes for the financial success of the lottery,
but, contained no detailed calculation of his projection,

- 5 ACTUAL REVENUE • . • • Sales, prize reserves required by statute, and costs in
the l975-76 fiscal year are summarized as follows:
Sales

$8,28l,l80

Less:
Prizes - (At Least 45% of Sales by Statute) $3,728,823
Costs - (23.9% of Sales)
l,978,295
5,707,ll8
2,574,062
Plus:
Other Income - Investment Earnings, etc.
Net Revenue to G€neral Fund - (3l. 5% of Sales)

35,56l
$2,609,623

Net revenue to the General Fund in l974-75, the first year of lottery operations,
was $l.2 million which was 6l% below the amount estimated by the Bureau of the
Budget for l974-75. Net revenue to the General Fund in l975-76 totaled $2.6
million which fell short of the Budget Office estimate for that year by 36%.
The vendors' commission on ticket sales is normally a cost of doing business,
however, in the case of sales made by state liquor stores the vendors' commission
is deposited and credited to the Liquor Fund. Since Liquor Fund earnings are
transferred to the General Fund, as is the case with the Lottery Fund, there is
an additional financial benefit to the General Fund from the lottery that does
not appear on the surface of state financial reporting. The amount credited to
the Gener'al Fund in this manner in fiscal year l975-76 was $59,249 and is not reflected in the above data.

EVALUATION COMMENTARY
)·

GENERAL ~:., -~ • • With the exception of ESCO Research, Inc. of Portland, estimates
of revenue"·to the General Fund from lottery operations have substantially
exceeded;the actual revenue realized. Several obvious questions flow naturally
from this observation, namely:
l.

What was the basis of revenue estimates?

2.

Was the basis reasonable?

3.

If the basis is unreasonable or not clearly identifiable, are there
other indicators of the degree to which Maine's lottery system has
reached its full potential for revenue?

4.

If the full potential for revenue has not been reached, what are the
causes?

5. What might be done to improve revenue?

- 6 Revenue estimates for the lottery were based largely upon the experience of
the few states with lotteries at the time the estimates were made. Some
people possibly consider New Hampshire as a suitable vehicle for that purpose
due to its relative proximity to Maine and its population makeup. The basis
was reasonable, but, should have included a scientific attitudinal survey of
the citizens and visitors of the state to strengthen the foundation for the basic
assumption that Maine's situation was similar to other states. Lottery revenue
is directly dependent upon the volume of sales generated and the latter depends,
for the most part, upon the attitudes and financial resources of the people
concerned. As a separate point, but equally as important is the accessibility
of buyers of lottery chances to saleslocations.
Estimates assumed that interesting games would be conducted and that sound, yet
imaginative, lottery practices would be exercised in programming and operating
games. We refer to what have become more or less standardized techniques such
as periodically "overlaying" the regular weekly game with a sub-game played with
the same ticket, utilizing the instant game concept, and changing games at the
earliest indication of a loss of public interest.
In short, projections of lottery revenue were necessarily based upon experience
and practices elsewhere, but should have included the skillful integration of
well-documented pertinent data applicable to the State of Maine. We have carefully scrutinized certain data and list those matters that we believe have, to
some extent, negatively affected revenue:proCluced for the General Fund by the
lottery. A discussion of what might be done to improve revenue appears later in
the report.
LIMITING FACTORS • • • • Various factors have limited or inhibited the sales of
lottery tickets. A number of sources were consulted in the acquisition of
opinions and documentation. The following constitutes a compilation of responses
that we believe accurately portray the situation. In addition, we include certain
observations and comments based upon our research.
1.

Maine is a geographically large and isolated state with a population
distributed in such a manner as to make difficult the provision of the easy
public access to ticket purchases that is extremely critical in the marketing
of an "impulse" item. The number, quality and location of lottery ticket
sales agents is vitally important in achieving the maximum quantity of ticket
sales. It is desirable to have sales agents plentifully and strategically
located in every populated area of the state. A consideration in the
implementation of this policy, however, is that more agents increase the demands upon the Commission for logistical support and create additional costs
to provide the support.

2.

In the period of time immediately preceding and subsequent to the initiation
of sales there was a considerable amount of poor publicity concerning moral
and legal issues thereby creating an unfavorable atmosphere in which to conduct the lottery.

3.

Ther.e was early and, in some instances, continuing reluctance by certain
banks with strategically located branch offices to participate in the distribution and accountability of tickets and cash receipts. This reluctance has
reduced the Commission's capacity to acquire and service potentially valuable
sales agents. Such reluctance as that described can be attributed, at least
in part, to the early opposition of Maine's United States Attorney on the
basis of the legal issues referred to in 2., above.
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4.

Only a relatively complex weekly ticket game was made available in the first
year of operation thereby failing to take advantage of the popularity of
overlay and instant games. Instant games were proposed to the Commission
in August 1974 by Scientific Games, Inc. after a reported earlier financial
success with the concept by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

5.

When the instant game concept was added in June 1975, it was not changed for
45 weeks even though evaluator estimates of week to week sales (utilizing
data not specifically designed for this purpose) reflected declining interest.
The reason given was the large number of tickets purchased at the advice of
Scientific Games, Inc. We were unable to learn, however, of any cost-benefit
study designed to determine the advisability of continuing the game to use the
unsold tickets on hand or accepting that loss and beginning a new game,
expecting to produce sufficient profits to more than compensate for the loss.

6.

The Commission lacks current and accurate instant game sales information upon
which to base appropriate and timely sales decisions. Sales agents and banks
perform a weekly cashup and accounting of weekly game ticket sales while
instant game sales run a number of weeks between cashups. The latter is due
to the fact that instant tickets are not numbered and would reportedl.y require
bank employees to verify the unused tickets by means of a physical count.
Baru~s have objected to this rather time-consuming practice.
In any case, the
Commission lacl~s solid evidence on the volume of instant game ticket sales in
the period of time between cashups.

7.

A largely unanticipated lack of lottery appeal to tourists was evidenced by a
Northeast Markets, Inc. survey. The survey indicated that although 70 percent
of Maine's adult tourists were aware of the Maine State Lottery, only 15 percent
actually made lottery purchases,

8.

Limited enthusiasm and support by state liquor store employees selling tickets
has been evidenced. Our analysis of a questionnaire completed by 178 liquor
store employees as a part of this study revealed the following attitudes toward selling tickets; 15.2 percent positive, 33.7 percent neutral and 51.1
negative. 40 .'9 p~rcent of store managers report they never encourage their
clerks to sell ticl~ets and 32.1 percent of the clerks report that they never
do ask customers if they wish to buy lottery tickets. 38.LJ percent of the
clerks report they ;'ask less than one- half of their customers. The two most
frequently cited r reasons
.were that they were too busy and there ·was no
\;
monetary incedt'iv;~. ,on their part to sell tickets.
••• ~

9.

10.

1

There has been little evidence of indorsement and support by the news media.
The Commission reports that with few exceptions the media does not treat
lottery happenings as news and, rather, prefers to require paid advertising.
Editorials rarely appear to be supportive of the lottery. On the other hand,
we have learned that New Hampshire's leading newspaper with a state-wide
circulation, the Manchester Union Leader, enthusiastically supports that
state's revenue-producing lottery with front page editorials thereby providing
a major assist in acquiring widespread public acceptance.
Television and radio advertising was legally limited until ,January 1975 to
drawings conducted as a part of some larger, unrelatecl event. Normal paid
advertisinc; waspermittcd beginning in January lf)7).
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11. Telephone communication with the U. S. Department of Commerce revealed
the following amounts of disposable income per capita for certain of the
lottery states:
Disposable
Income
Per Capita

State

$5,491
5,484
4,847
4,799
4,596
4,476
4,430
3,953

New Jersey
Connecticut
Maryland
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Michigan
New Hampshire
Maine

(Available)
Sales
Per Capita

$ N/A
9.73
14,75
17.71
16.38
24.70
17.95
7.82

As evidenced primarily by Connecticut and Michigan, there is no direct
causal relationship between disposable income and sales, however, it is
still conceivable that some relationship may exist.

12. There is a reluctance on the part of the Commission to employ more than the
bare minimum number of staff members necessary to maintain day to day
operations and it is believed this creates a heavy workload on the ten field
representatives whose job it is to circulate among existing and potential
sales agents and banks to establish and maintain sales operations. A
continuous heavy workload hinders field representatives from seeking out
additional potentially valuable sales agents in desirable locations.

13. Since Maine's per capita sales are significantly lower than other lottery
states, we offer the following two mutually exclusive alternatives as a
possible logical explanation based upon the observation that individuals
either do or do not have the inclination to buy lottery tickets. That is to
say, some people exhibit a basic openness to the gambling concept and some do
not:
(1.) By and large, Maine people do not have the inclination to buy lottery
tickets (at least at a rate comparable to people in other lottery states),
or
(2.)

a potentially larger lottery market exists in Maine; but; advertising
techniques and management practices have failed to arouse and provide
easy accessibility to many potential consumers.

If (1.) obtains, then perhaps more realistic projections of net revenue are in
order based on available sales and per capita data. If (2.) obtains, then a
thorough analysis of lottery operations to date may reveal areas of possible
improvement.
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS • • • • At our request, the Executive Director of the
New Hampshire Sweepstakes Commission offered several observations as possible
explanations for the apparent disparity between the relative results of the
two lotteries. A summarized version of his answer follows:
L

New Hampshire's demography is more amenable to lottery operations.

2.

Large New Hampshire border on heavily populated Massachusetts areas.

3.

New Hampshire lottery has complete support from the state's leading
newspaper.

4.

Maine's lottery was adversely affected by initial opposition of Maine's
U. S. Attorney.

5.

New Hampshire has twelve years experience.

6.

The attitude and actions of New Hampshire's Governor and Attorney General
inspired citizens to support the lottery.

The New Hampshire Executive Director concluded his letter by stating, nYour
lottery is still very young and needs the chance to mature through experience,
innovation and governmental support. You arc fortwmte that when you ntartL!d,
yoU. had the oprJortuni ty to learn from the :::mcccsnes und faiJ_ureD of othe_~r :~tate;~.
In my:'opinion, there is nothing wrong with the Maine State Lottery that a few
more years of weathering will not cure."
An additional important factor for New Hampshire's financial success that might

be cited, although it was not by the Sweepstakes Director, is that state's use
of out-of-state subscription plans, Maine Lottery Commission officials inform
us that New Hampshire makes extensive use of that technique while Maine does not
pending resolution of the subject in the courts.
COSTS AFFECTING REVENUES • . • • We have discussed some of the limiting factors
on achieving high.sales, but net revenue is the bottom line on the operating
statement and the real purpose for the lottery. The amount of costs directly
affects the amount of revenue, therefore, it is appropriate to include the
following observations with regard to costs:

1975-76
Sales
Less - Reserved for Prizes - 45 .CP/o
Less - Cost of Operation - 23.9%
Plus - Other Income
Net Revenue to General Fund- 31.5%

~;8 '281' 180

3,728,823
4,552,357
1,978,292
2,574,065
35,558

$2,609,623

As can be seen from the above, it cost 23.9 percent of sales to operate the
lottery after setting aside 45 percent for prizes,

- 10 A closer look at costs discloses the following:

%of
Ticket Purchases
Agent Fees
Bank Fees
Salaries and Retirement:
Administrative Personnel
Sales Personnel
Direct to Advertiser:
Chellis, Conwell, Gale & Poole
Agent Fees
Media Expenses
Drawing Expenses
Surveys
Travel
Telephone
Miscellaneous

Sub-total Direct to Media
Purolater Courier Service
Scientific Games, Inc.
Data Processing
Travel, Gas, Repairs, etc.
Depreciation
Rentals
Printing and Binding
Miscellaneous
Total Cost of Operation

*

%of

Costs

$ 167,402
506,584
101,648

2,0
6.1
1.2

8.5
25.6
5.1

379,556

4.6

19.2

184,691

2.2

9.3

355,221

4.3

18.0

16,824
13,000
56,137
37,985
30,920
34,682
47,681
45' 9(')1

0.2
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.5

0.8
0.7
2.8
1.9
1.6
1.8
2.4

$1 '978 ,292

23.9

100.0

$ 230,727*
148,829

48,000
92,500
18,927
4,853
3,705
4,036
12,670

Sub-total Direct to Advertiser
Direct to Media:
Television
Radio
Newspaper
Billboards
Aerial
Point of Sale Material

Sales

135,653
63,206
52,695
71,017
6,360
26,290

?.

Reflects one day per week of field representatives (sales) time spent distribuJcing
tickets to distributor banks.

- 11 The only substantive places to look for possible savings are salaries, advertising
and agent fees. The Commission already works at a staff level below that
originally designed and appears hard pressed to meet current work demands. The
importance of advertising to lottery operations can not be overstated and a
correlational study of advertising to resulting sales serves to substantiate this
assertion. Because of Maine's relatively low lottery sales, Maine's advertising
budget was equal to 6.5 percent of sales in 1975-76 while several other lottery
states reflected percentages of 1.0, 1.75, 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 and 3.0 percent. As
another factor, Maine's media system for distribution of advertising is composed
of numerous daily newspapers, radio and television stations; none of which provide
statewide circulation or coverage thereby adding to the cost of advertising.
Sales agents must be paid for the service they perform and to do so requires a
sizable portion of the sales dollar. In March 1976 the Commission voted to increase
the agents' commission from 5 percent to 8 percent. To the best of our knowledge,
based upon the data we have acquired, Maine was the first state lottery to
authorize an increase from the usual 5 percent fee.
The minutes of the Commission's meetings shed little real light on the matter
except that the Commission accepted the recommendation of the Manager of the
Marl\:eting Division who, in turn, based his judgment on an appeal from Hannaford
Bros., Inc., the largest wholesale supplier of groceries in the state. A letter
from Hannaford to the Marl\:eting Manager referred to the displeasure of their
rcta:Llcro with the') pcr·ecnt fcc LUl<l that 10 percent war: l.hc L'cc <lcnircd. 'l'hr;
company officer writing the letter stated that he J'c~ Lt rcLu.11cr:: wouLd be mor·<;
aggressive toward selling tickets if the fee were increased thereby producing
better overall results for the Commission.
We have seen no documented evidence stating that retail grocers actually intended
to terminate their status as sales agents if the fee were not increased. The
Hannaford chain can not be faulted for attempting to raise the profit margin for
its retailers, but we are not convinced that there was a clear and compelling
reason to grant the increase. The Commission, under its statutory authority, made
the decision it believed to be proper.
An analysis of the impact of the increased sales commission on weekly game sales
revealed no evidence to support the cost-effectiveness of the decision. Three
week periods immediately before and after the conversion to 8 percent were selected
for analysis since they afforded an evaluation time frame during which few, if any,
biasing factors were present. In the three week period subsequent to the
commission increase statewide weekly game sales decreased by 14.5 percent from the
preceding three week period. This decrease in weekly game sales was accompanied
by an increase of 37 percent in agent sales commissions. Since increased sales
aggressiveness was not evidenced by agents, the policy change will result in a
reduction in the amount available to the General Fund. Using 1975-76 sales as a
base for calculations, the projected reduction will approximate $250,000 in 1976-77.
A very recent telephone survey of eleven lottery states conducted by the evaluators
(Attachment 6a) revealed that Maine is the only state to pay sales agents
connnissions of 8 percent for the sale of lottery tickets. We have lea.rned o: no
reason why Maine had any more compelling reason than other staten to go to the
higher percentage. 'J'he state nearest to Maine in percentage paid on lottery t:i.cket
sales is New York with 6 percent.

- 12 Verify the propriety of the percentages of the distribution of funds.
a.

Winning Tickets

b.

Operations

c.

General Fund

GENERAL • • . • Title 8, Section 366, M.R.S.A, requires; "The moneys in said
State Lottery Fund shall be appropriated only:
A.

For the payment of prizes to the holders of winning lottery tickets
or shares;

B.

For the expense of the division in its operation of the lottery; and

C.

For payment to the General Fund.

The moneys in said State Lottery Fund shall be apportioned so that not less than

45% of the total ticket sales received in the lottery will be disbursed as prizes
to holders of winning tickets. All other moneys, less reasonable costs for the
proper administration of the State Lottery, will be the state's share."
RESERVE FOR PRIZES • • • . Sales and reserves for prizes in the first two years
of lottery operations are as follows:

Sales
Reserved for Prizes
Percentage

1974-75

1975-76

$5,198,394
2,357,897
45%

$8,281,180
3,728,823
45%

Total

$13,479,574
6,086,720
45%

EVALUATION COMMENTARY
FREE TICKETS IN THE PRIZE STRUCTURE • . • . On the surface, there appears to be little
to question concerning the propriety of the percentages of the distribution of funds
since the only statutory requirement is to disburse not less than 45 percent of
total ticket sales as prizes. A closer look, however, reveals a point worthy of
further discussion.
It is common practice to award free tickets as prizes on a certain number of
tickets purchased that do not turn out to be winners of cash or merchandise. A
question then arises as to what value should be assigned to such free tickets
when calculating the attainrr1ent of the statutory requirement to disburse 45 percent
of sales as prizes.
One line of thought is that free tickets should be valued at actual cost;
specifically, printing and handling costs, agent and bam~ commissions, etc. Another
line of thought is to value free tickets at the normal $1.00 sales price. At the
present time the Commission does not place any value on free tickets disbursed as
prizes when calculating the fulfillment of the 45 percent of sales requirement.

- 13 Arguments can be made in favor of the first two procedures. Consultation with
the Assistant Attorney General assigned to Lottery Commission matters,
Mr. Robert Stolt, included his verbal informal opinion to be, that under the
wording of the present statute the Commission should utilize the actual cost
amount in attaining the 45 percent prize requirement. Not including an
estimation for administrative handling cost, the recent Incredible Game would
have resulted in an additional $21,865 for the General Fund and the new Auto Game
another $15,553 utilizing this procedure. Assuming four such games were conducted
in a fiscal year at the same rate of free tickets, an additional $74,836 would have
been transferred to the General Fund. Again, the latter amount does not include
an estimation for administrative handling costs which would serve to further increase the amount to the General Fund.
The other alternative of valuing free tickets at the full $1.00 normal sales price
of a lottery ticket is substantially beneficial in terms of the amount of money
transferred to the General Fund. The Incredible Game was programmed for 164,000
free tickets and the new Auto Game for 108,011 or a two game average of 136,205
free tickets. Assuming four such games were conducted in a fiscal year at the
same rate of free tickets, the result would be 544,820 free prize tickets or
$544,820 that would be counted in attaining the 45 percent of sales prize requirement.
It is our opinion that a free instant game ticket does represent a $1.00 prize
value to the game player, but, we agree with Mr. Stolt in his view that under
existing law, free tickets should only be valued at cost in meeting the 45 perc~nt
of sales prize requirement. Therefore, any change to recognize free tickets at
retail value in the prize structure would require amending legislation. We do not
suggest which course the legislature might choose to pursue, except to note for
consideration that Scientific Games assigned a retail value of $1.00 to free tickets
in calculating what might be referred to as the "deductible" portion of the
contracted insurance coverage of the Incredible Game.
In summary, the only required percentage of funds to be distributed relates to
prizes and that .is basically handled properly with the exception that the
Commission does not include the cost of free tickets in prize structures designed
to meet the statutory 45 percent-or-sales requirement. Furthermore, we suggest
that the legislature exercise its option to pass judgment on the desirabiltity of
legislation that would permit the recognition of free tickets at the normal retail
price of the game in determining prize structures designed to meet the requirement
to disburse prizes of at least 45 ~ercent of sales.
UNCLAIMED PRIZES • • • • The amounts earmarked for the payment of prizes are
placed in a suspense account for disbursement to winners presenting valid claims.
Amounts remaining unclaimed for more than one year are available for use as prizes
in overlays to the regular weekly ticket game. An overlay game provides an
opportunity to the weekly game ticket buyer to win overlay money with the regular
$0.50 ticket. Weekly game sales, charted as a part of this study, reflect a
marked improvement during overlay periods.
From a business point of view, it is important for the Commission to closely
monitor unclaimed prizes so that as soon as a sufficient amount of prizes have
remained unclaimed more than one year, an overlay can be instituted at the earliest
practical date in order to boost weekly ticket sales. Each passing week is likely
to result in the creation of some additional amount of one year old unclaimed
prize money from the weekly game alone.
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The Financial Manager was questioned as to whether or not he could identify
and substantiate the amount of one year old unclaimed prize money in the suspense
account at any recent point in time and he replied at first that he could not and
then, that he could develop the amount utilizing certain computer printouts.
The Financial Manager initially declined to work with the evaluators for what he
estimated would only be a one hour or so task and the evaluators declined, in turn,
his offer of the computer printouts for the computation. An admitted gap in the
computer data and the Financial Manager's general reluctance to participate was
interpreted as indicating little likelihood of reliable success.
In any event, the question was not whether the evaluators could calculate the unclaimed prize money available for overlays, but whether or not there is reason to
believe that the Commission routinely has at its disposal accurate data upon
which to base sound and timely overlay judgments. It should be noted that the
weekly game is the chief difficulty in the calculation since instant game prizes
are controlled in specific activities of the suspense accounts and the age of those
unclaimed monies are readily apparent. In this case, however, the suspense account
at August 31, 1976 reflected the greatest portion of its money in the weekly game
category; more than $200,000 in the basic game and $20,000 in the subscription
game, offset in part by negative balances attributed to instant games, creating
a net suspense account balance of $148,751.15.
The aforementioned negative balances are not seen as indicative of another problem,
since it is possible that a game might pay out more than the amount reserved for
it, as long as there is one year old prize money available in the overall account to
make up the difference. The only legal requirement is to pay at least 45 percent of
sales in prizes.

In our opinion, the performance of the weekly game can be enhanced through the
use of overlays. The lack of readily available and accurate data as to the
specific amounts available for this purpose denies the Commission the opportunity
to make sound and timely decisions concerning the use of overlay games to
stimulate weekly game sales. Further, without accurate data on the age of unclaimed prizes, circumstances are created whereby it would be possible to commit
monies for other purposes prior to the attainment of the necessary one year period.
At this writing, the Financial Manager has acknowledged the implications of the
situation and is reportedly beginning corrective action on this and certain other
associated conditions brought to his attention in the pursuance of the central
issue.
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Determine the best method for increasing revenue to the General Fund.

EVALUATION COMMENTARY
GENERAL . • • • We have learned of no certain way to substantially increase
lottery revenue to the General Fund, short of a possibility outlined in the
section concerning the propriety of the distribution of funds or the ad.di tion
of major new wagering systems, some of which might be legal under existing
legislation, With regard to the latter, it is Commission policy to explore
techniques utilized by other states.
The following represents a series of comments that might be of some value
when working toward producing increased revenue to the General Fund. The
comments and suggestions are not necessarily new and unique ideas for the
Commission and staff, but, nevertheless, are included here for consideration:
1.

Accumulate and translate market and sales information into businesseffective actions, methods and procedures:
a.

Identify major towns whose residents do not purchase lottery tickets
in an acceptable proportion to the population as the first step in
determining a course of corrective action, if deemed appropriate.

b,

Identify major towns whose agents do not sell lottery tickets to an
acceptable proportion of the population as the first step in determining
a course of corrective action, if deemed appropriate,

As a part of this study, we prepared analyses similar to that described in
b., above and, as a result, observed several interesting conditions that
might be of some use to the Commission in improving market areas. We were
informed by the manager of Region I that a color coded civil divisions map
of the state prepared by us and reflecting sales levels by town was of some
value in identifying sales conditions to be improved.
A technique that might be utilized in pursuing a., above, is to analyze the
addresses of winners of lottery prizes in order to determine the rates by
town of per capita purchases of tickets. Towns reflecting lower rates of
per capita purchases with no readily apparent reason might then be designated
to receive extra attention for market development,
As a matter of note; it will be necessary to analyze the addresses of a substantial number of winners in order for the conclusions to be valid.
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Based upon the premise that lottery tickets are an "impulse" purchase item,
the Commission should, as a matter of policy, engage as many productive
sales agents as possible consistent with the staff's capability to meet
increased work loads. In this regard, cost-effectiveness studies may reveal
the desirability of increased staffing.
It is believed that this suggestion relates closely to 1., above.
In the same line, sales agents with very low productivity might be invited
to drop from the sales system, provided there is no resulting serious inconvenience to the public, in order to create increased staff time in which
to cultivate sales agents with a greater potential for sales productivity.

3.

The Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages should include lottery ticket sales in the
job descriptions of liquor store employees so that the duty might be taken
into consideration when establishing salaries under the new "Hay System."
We have contacted the Director of the Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages with
favorable results. Implementation should mean the achievement of more willing
cooperation by liquor store employees.

4.

Approach desirable distributor banks not participating in the sales system on
a specific and personalized basis in order to gain their participation, thereby, increasing the potential for additional sales agents. The Marketing
Manager is already taking action in this matter by supplying banks with
specific information as to the identity of potential agents to utilize the
bank. The banks will then be in an improved position to evaluate the business
implications for the bank itself.

5. Expand the use of adequate private establishments to substitute as distributor
banks where it is difficult to acquire sales agents due to the unavailability
of conventional banks participating in the sales system. The Marketing
Manager is reportedly exploring such a possibility.

6.

Permit a certain number of prospective high-return sales agents, who do not
actually become sales agents due to difficulties caused by the necessity to
cash-up the weekly game each Wednesday morning at a distributor bank, to
carry only instant game tickets which are currently cashed at the convenience
of the seller.

7.

To the extent possible and practical, acquire accurate weekly instant game
sales information upon which to base appropriate and timely sales decisions.
This recommendation need not seriously conflict with the preceding
recommendation in that those agents need only be encouraged to cash-up as
frequently as possible, The agents in this recommendation would provide the
basis for lottery officials to make timely business decisions as to appropriate
dates at which to end a game or even continue it if the situation permits.
Advertising decisions might also receive direct benefit from such information.
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8.

Maximize the use of overlay games to the regular weekly game. It might be
desirable to utilize not only unclaimed prize money, but, money specially
earmarked for this purpose from regular sales. The following data indicates
that overlays serve as an impetus to weekly game sales:

Name of Overlay

9.

Downeast
•.••••. Weekly Game Sales ••••.••
Prior to
During
Start
Overlay
Increase

% of
Increase

Lucky Losers
l/15-2/5/76

(4 weeks)
$156,005

(4 weeks)
$288,601

$132,596

85.0

Grand Slam
3/ll-4/l/76

(4 weeks)
173>132

(4 weeks)
260,788

87,656

50.6

Son of Lucky Losers
5/27-6/30/76

(6 weeks~
212,1 6

(6 weeks)
318,964

106,838

50.4

$541,263

$8682353

$3272090

6o.4%

Continue the use of probability games such as the Incredible Game. This
assumes the perfection of techniques to prevent purchaser systems designed
to reduce the odds of a game. We know of no reason that would preclude the
perfection of such techniques, therefore, there is no reason why this popular
concept can not be made available to lottery patrons.

10. Explore the possibility of including a provision in the contracts with
suppliers of future probability games which guarantees ticket purchasers an
advertised minimum return on payoffs resulting from a pari-mutuel pool, In
our o_pinion, when payoffs in a pari-mutuel pool drop consistently below a certain point there is sufficient indication of a defect in game or ticket design.
A game supplier should be expected to possess sufficient confidence in the
performance of the game to protect the state against the unfavorable and
potentially damaging publicity that result in situations such as the recently
concluded Incredible Game.
11. Explore the possibility of designing an instant game featuring elements
attractive and important to tourists and create billboard and radio advertising
to emphasize the point. There are many reasons why state lotteries have
evidenced little appeal to tourists, hut, it might be possible to overcome at
least some of thosereasons through careful planning. It is important to a
tourist to have quick knowledge of and access to winnings. Drawings
necessitating a return to the state are an obvious negative factor.
The foregoing is not presented as a subject thoroughly researched by the
evaluators, but we offer the suggestion only as an idea worthy of furtheY
consideration. If a game should eventually be adopted with a goal of reaching
tourists, it is recommended that a technique be devised to analyze the
addresses of winners in order to determine the actual success of achieving the
participation in the lottery by out-of-state tourists.
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12. Improve the attractiveness of the regular weekly game, Contact with
commission officials indicates awareness that the weelLLy game requires
some amount of change to improve sales. A review of ·weekly game sales
discloses a steady decline in popularity with the public,

13. Include in advertising the statutory exemption of winnings from the state
income tax.

14.

Carefully monitor, analyze and document sales reactions to advertising
campaigns, techniques, etc. as an aid in best determining future courses
of action with regard to advertising.

15. Determine the marginal utility of employing additional field representatives
to improve sales. At the present time, the ten field representatives have
large geographical areas and numbers of sales agents and baru~s to service,

16. Determine the desirability, feasibility and legality of adding a daily or
weekly numbers game. Information available to this study was inadequate
to form a conclusive opinion in this regard. Conversation with the Director
of the Rhode Island Lottery indicated a numbers game might be best limited
to several of the state's larger cities. He aJ_so suggested that a system
of "runners 11 rather than a telephone system could prove to be worthwhile
advice. The Director believes that the numbers game has been a financially
valuable addition to the Rhode Island Lottery.

17. Acquire, for future reference, data concerning the State of Delawcue 1 s experience with sports betting as the situation continues to develop in that
state.

18. Determine the desirability and feasibility of legislation to permit the
Maine State Lottery Commission to act as the control for all Lucky Seven
Games entering the state. Under this system social clubs and organizations
currently using this game wo1lid be required to acquire the game through the
state with a comnission being paid to the state. It is noted, however, that
Rhode Island has not experienced much revenue from Lucky Seven and handles
the game basically to provide state control.
The preceding are offered as possibly fruitful suggestions worthy of further
investigation by lottery staff in their pursuit of increased revenues, They are
by no means intended as definitive solutions, nor should the listing be assumed
to be complete or all-inclusive.
In general, lottery enterprises require sensitivity and responsivenesr:: to constantly changing public gambling fancies. Although each of the aforementioned
suggestions clearly represent direct attempts to increase revenue, the long range
importance of good public relations should not be underestimated as an indirect
revenue producer. In the final analysis, we believe that a positive public image
of lottery operations is indispensible toward fostering the broad public
acceptance and support necessary in the creation of a prosperous and popula-r
lottery system.
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THE INCREDIBLE INSTANT GAME - July 14, to August 27, 1976
EVALUATION COMMENTARY
THE GAME • • • ~ The Maine State Lottery's Incredible Game received wide adverse
publicity due to the fact that it was a probability game whose published odds
for winning were systematically reduced by many players. In a probability game
all tickets are potential winners since winning depends entirely upon the success
of the player in revealing a winning combination. Ticket purchasers were invited
to clear exactly 3 of 12 covered numbers. If the 3 cleared numbers totaled
· 7, ll or 21, then the following prize structure was offered:
Total
7
ll
21

Prize
''wins free ticket and entry into $50,000 Drawing"
"wins $2.00 and entry into $50,000 Drawing"
"wins your equal share in a Jackpot Drawing (generally $25)"

In addition to the probability portion of the game, a conventional randomly seeded
ticket feature offered the ticket purchaser chances to win $50, $1,000, and
$10,000. Since these prizes were limited in number by game design, there was
little risk of over-redemption in this portion of the game.
THE SYSTEM • • • • Audit Department staff discovered that some players were paid
for an unusually large number of winning tickets during the early weeks of the
game. An inspection of the Controller's records confirmed that several individuals
had apparently succeeded in significantly reducing the odds of winning.
Following a purchase of only three consecutive tickets from a single pack, a
possible relationship was observed between the placement of covered numbers
integral to the "probability" portion of the game and a numeric code appearing
on the stub part of the ticket with another portion of the game. It was then
hypothesized that if many or all tickets were purchased from a given pack, it
might be possible to classifY those tickets with reference to similar code
numbers thereby permitting a systematic approach to the game. Subsequent
experimentation confirmed that once the relationship was detected between the
code number, actually intended for identification purposes, and the patterns of
covered numbers on the tickets, it was not difficult to routinely "beat the game"
by virtue of having signifi~antly reduced the published odds for winning.
According to an official published explanation offered by the lottery~ "the one
thing that Scientific Games and the Maine State Lottery Commission did not count ·
on, or even dream of, was that anyone would consider buying literally hundreds
of tickets all at once and then spreading them out on a floor in an attempt to
'see' a pattern." As previously stated, it was not necessary to purchase hundreds
of tickets. In any event, however, we believe it is unrealistic to assume that
players would not use their imaginations to this limited extent for personal gain.
One would not expect naivete of this sort to be exhibited by a designer/producer
or administrator of public lotteries. Considerable criticism has emerged from
resulting adverse publicity that might ultimately be damaging to the lottery and
affect its capacity to produce revenue.

- 20 RESULT OF THE SYSTEM • • • • Although 'the state could not lose money in the
"21" portion of the Incredible Game due to its pari-mutuel aspect, it did
pay out more winnings than anticipated in the "ll" ($2) portion of the game.
Whereas the prize structure approved by the Lottery Commission called for an
anticipated $163,300 in "ll" prizes, the actual payout for that portion of the
game was $373,637, for a difference of $210,337. The total approved prize
structure projected a prize fund of $481,300 (46.5% of sales.) However, actual
cash disbursements as of September 20, 1976 have totaled $682.,046 (66% of sales.)
We assume that there is little intention on the part of the Lottery Commission to
pay out as prizes much more than the 45 percent of sales required as a minimum
under the enabling legislation. Therefore, we lool\:ed to the insurance clause of
the contract to determine how much of the unanticipated payouts could be recovered
from the game supplier.
THE CONTRACT • • • • When it became evident that several players had successfully
"broken the odds,'' it was publicly reported that lottery officials maintained the
contracted supplier of the game guaranteed, through an insurance policy, that the
state would receive 55 ce~ts on the dollar regardless of how much was paid out in
winnings. Our review of the contract revealed that lottery officials, and in
particular the Financial Manager whose delineated responsibilities include,
"handling of contracts and follow through with them," had a limited and conf'u.sed
understanding of the terms of the contract.
In fact, if the insuring clause of the contract is taken at face value and
additional negotiations are not possible with the contractor, it appears that the
Lottery Commission will have both a substantial over-redemption subject to a claim
against Scientific Games, Inc. and a sizable over-redemption not subject to a
claim. (Over-redemption, in this case, refers to unanticipated prize payments
resulting in a reduction in the amount.that would presumably, have become revenue
to the General Fund.)
There is some question at this time as to whether or not free ticket prizes can
be calculated as prize payments subject to insurance coverage. If they can not
be so calculated there would appear to be no claim possible. It is our belief,
however, that free tickets should be counted as prize payments subject to insurance
since they were included in the calculation of the insurance "deductible" portion
of the contract.
Pending resolution of this matter and possible litigation, it is inappropriate to
comment further at this time and we defer from assigning unofficial figures as
upper and lower limits as to the amount due from the game supplier. We have
brought this matter to the attention of the Lottery Director, l•'inancial Manager
and Assistant Attorney General assigned to Lottery Commission matters and who hau
approved the contract as to form. All were admi ttedl.y 1msure of the specifics of
the clause in question.
A sentence in the contract reads; "The Liability of Scientific Gam.es is limited
to the amount paid to Scientific Games by the above insura.nce. 11 It was learned
that the Lottery Commission did not possess a copy of the insurance policy
through which Scientific Games, Inc. indemnified the Maine State Lottery. Instead,
the Commission possessed a certificate of insurance stating the maximwn amow1t
payable by the insurance company to Scientific Games and no reference to specific
conditional terms.

- 21 Some question has arisen as to the termination date of the present contract.
Although the present contract clearly authorizes the Lottery Commission to
purchase two additional ganies at its option, the contract apparently terminates on
September 27, 1976: "In any event, this contract shall terminate 30 days after
the announced completion of the Maine State Lottery Incredible Instant Game.'' We
question whether the insurance and other protective features of the present contract can be properly extended beyond the apparent expiration date without an
additional rider. 'l'his matter is presently pending resolution through the
Attorney General's Office.
SUMMARY • o , o It is our belief that the experience of the Incredible Game and
its enabling contract have clearly emphasized the importance and necessity of
carefully planned game implementation procedures. Contract language, insurance
levels, and other protective features mandate ob,jective scrutiny by qualified
personnel. The importance of allowing adequate time for game "debugging" by
individuals with a non-assuming approach can not be over-emphasized.
Lottery staff rightly concedes that they are "still learning the trade. 11 There
are several lessons to learn from the Incredible Instant Game. Although the
State of Maine will benefit financially as a result of this game, it remains to
be seen exactly how much will be "lost" from the ~;tate 1 s r~ha.rc of :.mLcs, 'J'o d.atc,
$682 ,OLf6 or 66% of sales has been dicbursccl in cash prizec to the public, au
compared to $466,515, the minimum payout of 45% mandated by law.
The financial outcome of the Incredible Game could be viewed as resulting in
"unrealized revenue" to the General Fund due to an excess of anticipated prize
payments, It should be understood, however, that the Lottery Commission may, j_f
it so chooses, transfer "unclaimed prizes" to the General Fund and/or modify the
prize structure of a future game to realize this potential revenue to the General
Fund without violating the statutory requirement for the amount of prize
disbursements, Use of unclaimed prizes precludes its availability for overlays.
Conversation with the Financial Manager indicates a reluctance to aclmowledge the
financial implications. To place the matter in perspective and take into con-·
sideration the subtleties of accounting; if more cash is paid out on an element of
the game than was intended and not all of that cash-rs recovered in the form of
insurance, then the result is less cash for the Lottery Fund than originally
anticipated. Therefore, less cash is available for whatever purpose, incJ.uding
transfers to the General :Fund.
It was unfortunate that the Maine State Lottery experienced pubJ.ic controversy
with its first probability game. Probability games of this type offer much by
way of attractiveness and appeal to the pul>lic, Unlike conventional lottery
tickets, they are a true game in so far as each ticket is a potential wi1mer.
This contributes toward maintaining high intcrect levels with lottery players.
As heretofore mentioned, much negative publicity accompanied the Incredible ~~ame.
Since program performance, the primary interest of program evaluation, is the
product of the planning function, it was deemed appropriate in this case to
examine the causes of any situation which might prove detrimental to the
credibility and hence public acceptance of the lottery and thereby affecU_ng its
revenue producing capability. We do not believe the actual effect of the adverse
publicity on lottery revenue will ever be conclusively determined. However,
early indications from the Lottery Marketing Manager reflect optimism that the
Auto Game sales have not been negatively affected by the publicity of the
Incredible Game.

AUTO GAME- Beginning September 15, 1976
EVALUATION COMMENTARY
SALES AGENT ADVANTAGE • • . • On Wednesday September 1, 1976, the Director of
the Lottery Commission was informed of the State Auditor's concern relating
to an aspect of the instant Auto Game scheduled to begin September 15, 1976.
Under the rules for the game, ticket purchasers could collect five losing
tickets bearing the prominently displayed picture of the same antique auto
and, by so doing, qualify for one of six bonus ~rawings (five winners each
drawing of $1,000 each for a total of thirty winners and $30,000.)
It was our contention that saJ_es agents would have a distinct unfair advantage
over the ordinary ticket purchaser in acquiring five such matching tickets from
the twenty different antique autos to appear on lottery tickets. Whereas a
sales agent could always be assured of at least qualifying for the drawings when
purchasing five $LOO tickets for his own use, the ordinary purchaser buying
tickets on an at-random basis would be subject to odds of 1:160,000 of acquiring
five matching tickets with only $5.00. Under such random conditions for the
ordinary purchaser, it might become necessary to expend as much as ~p81. 00 to be
assured of five maLc.hin(r, tickets.
The Director 1 s response was that the best solution, under the c:Lrcurnstances, was
to require agents to sell tickets in strict sequence, theoretically, preventing
agents from selecting matching tickets when making personal purchases from within
their assigned packs. We believed this to be no real solution since enforcement
would be difficult, if not impossible, and there was no reason why an agent could
not simply purchase pre-selected tickets as they appeared in the pack during the
normal course of sales.
The Director immediately informed the Chairman of the Commission of our concern
and we were requested to join a meeting that had been previously scheduled on
that same day for another purpose. Present at the meeting were Robert Cott and
Jo Dondis of the contracted advertising agency; John Koza, President of Scientific
Games, Inc. (supplier of the game); Assistant Attorney General, Robert Stolt;
Marketing Manager, Robert Beaudoin; Financial Manager, Martin Cloutier; Lottery
Director, George Orestis and Chairman of the Lottery Commission, Peter Gorman.
After stating the nature of our concern, we ·were told, following some amount of
discussion, that all purchasers of ticl\.ets wc::uld now be permitted to specify which:
antique auto should appear on tickets purchased. The Marketing Manager observed
that serious complaints would lil\.ely be registered by certain large and busy
agents, such as supermarkets, who would be forced to spend considerable time either
sorting or searching for specific tickets prior to making a sale. We agree with
the Marketing Manager and currently view the situation as a very real problem in
maintaining good relations with sales agents. The solution did, however, at least
allow all ticket buyers to have the same opport1mi ty to qualify for the drm1ings.
Our next concern was that the public be adequately advised prior to the start of
and during the course of the game of their prerogative to request specific tickets,
At the Chairman's reque:>t, the advertisirtg agency representative indicated that
notice could still be inserted into certain of the advertising already prepared for
the media. Later inquiry and observation revealed the requested public notice was
something less than ideal.

The President of Scientific Games left the room at one point in the discussion
and returned with a statement addressed to Mr. Gorman that he did not believe
the technique would work and that what the Commission should do is simply
announce during the second ·week of the game that any five losing tickets would
qualif'y for the drawings. We found the suggestion contrary to our own sense of
propriety since it would be clearly misleading to the public to begin a game with
full lmowledge that the rules were to change sometime during or after the second
week of the game. Mr. Gorman did not accept the suggestion.
It was apparent that those present at the meeting did not agree with our position
and it was stated that somewhat similar conditions had existed on occasion in
previous games with few lmown resulting problems. In our opinion, the Commission
would likely be unaware of the use of th:Ls type of advantage by agents and,
further, the existence of the condition in previous games did not serve to resolve
the question of propriety :for the Auto Game.
In any event, the solution dictated by Mr. Gorman was acceptable to establish the
propriety of this phase of the Auto Game. It is our orJinion that future games
should be carefully screened for general propriety and other important matters,
such as those encountered in the Incredible Game, prior to purchase from game
suppliers. Sensitivity to such points should serve to assist in maintaining a
high-· quality image for the lottery thereby improving the climate for sales.
Although we believe the well-publicized flaw in the Incredible Game was clearly
the responsibility of Scientific Games, Inc., we also feel that the Commission and
staff should be cautious and alert to the possibility of intricate negative factors
in proposed games. We recommend that, instead of being excessively reliant upon
the expertise of game suppliers, the Commission and staff add-:thefr own expertise
as a supplementary procedure in the attempt to avoid potential problem areas
through careful scrutiny o:f proposed games.

There has been the suggestion by some that lottery sales agents should be
restricted from purchasing lottery tickets. We do not endorse this solution for
eliminating possible advantages to sales agents in purchasing tickets. This would
create additional problems of enforcement, reduce sales, cast implicit suspid_on
on sales agents who serve voluntarily, and possj_bly result in the general
estrangement of agents from the lottery sales system. As an alternative, it :is
recommended that games include in their design careful consj_deration and
elimination, to the maximum extent possible, of potential advantages to sales
agents purchasing tickets.
POLICY :INCONSISTENCY . .
It is interesting to note an apparent inconsistency
:in Commission phj losophy, Recent p::dd advertising contained the sta"tement; "vre
unequivocally discourage anyone from buying more than one or two lottery ticketc
a weel<;:." The next sentence indicates "tvro .50 cent weekly tickets a week" ac
producing a satisfactory resu_lt for the state. It is assumed that this
philosophy would also permit an additional $LOO for an instant game ticl\:et for
a total of $2.00 per week,
0

•

The inconsistency lies in the fact that the design of the Auto Game encoura/:':eS the
collection of five matching losing ticket::; for participation in any one of the six
bonus drawings
Drawings m·e to occur a[; soon as 200,000 tickets are sold :Ln each
of three pools of 4oo,ooo tickets, When questioned, Lottery officials said they
were hopeful that drawings could occur every t·wo weeks. In fact, one week elapsed
between the first and second drawing; the first occurring October 5, 1976 and the
second October 12, 1976.
0

Under the system originally planned,that would not have permitted lottery players
to specify which auto ticket was desired, many tickets would necessarily have to
be purchased in the attempt to accumulate five matching losing tickets. This
situation vras described as the "treadmill effect" in the meeting referred to in
previous conunentary, The "treadmill effect" is a basic technique of lotteries in
that a reason is created for indi vj_duals to buy a number of tickets in the
pursuance of a specific element of the game.
In our opinion, the use of the ''treadmill effect" is contrary to the Commission's
avowed concern that some persons might purchase too many tickets. Such a
contradiction between advertised policy and actual practice exposes the Lottery
to the type of editorial criticism that has been cited as damaging in the past
to lottery revenue performance,
AUTO GAME CONTRACT • , • • The contract for the Incredible Game gave the
Commission the option of entering into two additional games for a stipulated
price. The second game selected after the Incredible Game was the Auto Game.
Our review of the aforementioned contract indicates that, although the Commission
had the authority to enter into the Auto Game, it does not possess an adequate
contract specifying-all conditional terms of the Auto Game. All aspects of the
contract, except the option clause, appear to be directed taward the Incredible
Game including the subject of insurance. We have discussed the matter wHl1 the
Director, Financial Manager and three Assistants Attorney General and our concern
has not yet been dispelled nor have vle been able to learn of any move to acquire
a contract or a rider to the aforementioned contract, adequately detailed as to
the specifics of the Auto Game and the game to follow.
As an additional matter, the contract for the Incredible Game includes a statement
as follows: "In any event, this contract shall terminate 30 days after the
announced completion of the Maine State Lottery Incredible Instant Game." The
Incredible Game ended August 27, 1976, therefore, i t is difficult to believe that
this contract was ever intended to cover subsequent games, although that theory
has been suggested. Only the option clause appears to be applicable, The
chairman of the Contract Review Committee was consul ted for any additional ins igl1t
that he might contribute to the matter.
If any conflict or disagreement should arise during the course of the Auto Game
and the subsequent game, it can not be expected that" the terms of the contract
would settle the matter, since there does not appear to be an applicable contrcwt,
If the dispute involved an insurance claim, vle believe the state would be ·vrithout
proLec bun. Cer Laiuly Lhe occurrence woulcl receive a certain amount of pubLic
notice, thereby, detracting from the Lottery's overall image. As indicated
elsewhere in this report, a public lottery's image is indeed a valuable commodity
and is not easily restored jf once tarnished.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The following observations are offered with a consideration toward broadening
the perspective with which one views the Maine State Lottery, Although these
observations are not directly :related to what has preceded, or even to each
other, we perceive their significance to be worthy of inclusion in this report,
l.

Sales activity immediately subsequent to televised drawings db not reflect
any promotional advantage to the cost so incurred, There is, howev~_:t; the
possibility that the somewhat regular appearance of the drawings on television fosters, at the very least, psychological acceptance of the lottery
as a societal institution, Additionally, the public drawing of winners in
this manner undoubtedly serves to verify the openness a.nd credibility of
the techniques for determining winners. 'I'herefore the cost~ effectiveness of
televised drawings remains unknown if one wishes to consider the positive
intangible effects of this practice.

2.

It is interesting to note that in other lottery states, television stations
reportedly compete and pay for the privilege of broadcasting jacl<::pot
drawings. In Maine, however, the Commission must pay the television stations
to carry the drawings since none of the seven major TV stations has expressed
serious interest in purchasing lottery shows. A survey of television stations
serves to verify that they do not consider lottery super--drawings (as presently
constituted) to have a wide enough audience appeal to warrant purchasing the shm1.

3.

The attractiveness of the lottery game lies in the chance to win a large sum
for a small wager and it is doubtful tbat the published odds influence the
lottery player. Prize structures, more than payout percentages, influence
the popularity of lotteries. A large number of small prizes maintain interest
and rekindle hope of winning grand prizes. Research indicates that cash prizes
are preferred over merchandise and that the basic concept or theme of a game
plays an important role in the appeal of the game,

4.

'I'he most apparent financial observation about the lottery is that it contri~
butes a small percentage to state revenues. In 1975--76, the ammmt of money
transferred to the General Fund by the Maine State Lottery was equivalent to
that produced by a sales tax rate of less than one tenth of one percent. The
lottery's contribution to the General Ftmd accounted for approximately one·half of one percent of General Fund expenditures for fiscal 1976.

5.

Chapter 39 of the Private and Special Laws of 1975 states; "In order to prcr·
vide the necessary expenses for operation and adnrin:i.stration of the State
Lottery Commission, the following amounts, or as much as may be necessary,
are allocated from the revenue derived from operations of tb.e fund:
(emphasis added). The phrase underlined renders meaningless the exact
amounts that the lavr goes on to cipcc:Lfy, excep rJ t:hat it may be assumed the
amounts constitute a "target" for the cost of operations. Some states rr:qaire a 15 percent of sales limitation on spending. Maine cxpemled
,9
percent of sales to meet operating costs in 1975 .. 76. It is recommended that
a percentage limitation not be imposed 1.mtil the policies and operations of
the connnission have c;tabilized into a more detailed_ and time~~ tested
operational strategy.
-··--------·----~-~---IT""""""-------

6.

It will most lil~ely require several years for the lottery to establj f3h a
consistent :revenue-producing :record whereby the legislature can anticipate
the amount of money to be transferred to the General Fund, 'l'o date, the
Commission has moved slovTly and ca:re:fu_lly in accordance with what they
perceive to be the best interests of the people. In our opinion this is a
proper approach and will achieve favorable :results for all concerned.

7.

A major concern of those who oppose or reluctantly favor the lottery operation
is the extent to which promotional activities should be exercised
especially
by public officials. The lottery husi.ness requires constant promotion and
innovation in order to maintain desired sales levels. If lottery officials
and the legislature come to rely on lottery revenue as a growing, predictable
source of income, then concern has been expressed in some of our research that
government may lose or find difficult to maintain its ability to restrain its
own promotional activities. 'l'he conservative approach of the Commission to
date should serve to mal-;:e less lil~ely this possibility in Maine.

8.

The contracted advertising agency has assumed a prominent role in tbe daily
operations of the Maine State Lottery. Minutes of an August 12, 1976
Commission meeting contain the following paragraph whicb is tal~en from the
advertiser's report:
"Mr. Cott (the advertising repre~;entative) further j_nformcd tbc
Commission that television aclvertisin[t, for the regular weekly game,
Downcast ~)weeps takes, has been stepped up and that the advertising
firm is working on a format and prize structure :for--a-new-:-wee-l~~Y
game and will make a formal presentation to -ihe~Connnissionuponcompletion of sam~. ' \emphasis added;
-~---r;:-----------,------~- ----~--------------

An August 31, 1976 memorandum issued by the Lottery Director to all personnel
instructed that:
"Notice is hereby given that beginning today and henceforth no in-formation of any kind concerning tbe Lottery (Policy, Statistics,
Plans, Past Performance - INJi'ORMA TION OF ANY KIND) win be offered
except through the authorized spokespersons for the Lottery,
Mr Robert- Cott·~-wT-loTs--the-AccounC-Rxecufive-f'orThe~-LoFtery at
& Gale or-M8-JOISOTICITS"--who-is___theP-:R-.-----0

-Ehe:rrrs--COrlWill

Your reply -vvill be, "All Lottery information will be extended by
Mre Robert Cott or Ms· Jo Dondis at 77!~--6361".
There will be no excuse for any deviation from the above policy.
Mr. Cott and Ms. Dondis will be the only spokespersons for the
I,ottery henceforth." (emphasis added)___
We do not cballenge the ability of the advertiser to conduct such non"advertising ventures, Indeed, the advert:Lsing finn has performed cred:Lta::Jly.
However, we clo question the appropriateneros of l1av:Lng tJ1e r;,clveet:Lser enr;age
in the formulization of prize structures, ·vrllicll_, in our opinion) fa11s within
the direct domain of internal lotte1~y manac;emcnt, 'fle recogn:l ;;c tlw irnportancc:
and value of a team---approach to lottet·y llt<'LJiac;cment, uuL would l'LliiLion ai•;a:itt::l.
excessive reliance upon the advertiser J'or ::;lciLL::; and cxpcrLir;l~ \vJLicli :tl'l'
incumbent upon lottery personnel.

- 27 It is our understanding that the August 31, 1976 memorandum was recently
canceled, however, taken at face value, it indicates that the Lottery
staff does not include an individual or an alternate who is capable of
acting as the single spokesperson for lottery matters, If true, such
would be an unfortunate and undesirable circumstance,
The rela tionsh:i.p of the foregoing to lottery performance is in the lad.:
of self-confidence that is exhibited when the advertiser is utilized to
design prize structures and act as the spokesperson for the Lottery, at
least under such rigid rules, If the Lottery does not possess the
capability to deal with such matters internally, appropriate corrective
action is in order, 'rhe referenced memo was later canceled,

9.

It was observed that the Lottery Commission pays an 8 percent sales agent
commission on free ticket prizes won by lottery players and awarded by
sales agents in the instant games, Using a standard developed elsewhere in
this report of approximately 500,000 free tickets that might be issued as
prizes in a year's time, the cost approximates q;lfO ,000 in commissions.
The·minutes of the April 11, 1974 Commission meeting read: "The Commission
voted and approved the motion that 5 percent of the sales be compensated to
agents and 1 percent of the sale be compensatedtothe banks, 11 (emphasis added)
The minutes of the March 24, 1976 meeting read: "A motion was made by
Commissioner Dostie, seconded by Commissioner McSweeney and carried to increase Lottery Ticket Sales Agents' commission to 8 percent effective as
soon as practical,"
It is unclear from a reading of the minutes whether or not the Commission
actually made a decision to pay a sales agent fee for free ticket prizes
awarded by sales agents,

10,

In other states, 1mclaimed prizes more than one year old are usually
distributed as part of the state's net share of lottery revenues" Eased
upon data published in 1971~, the :following states h;:we adopted the policy
of retaining unclaimed prize monies for one year and then allocating these
monies to the statutory beneficiaries of lottery revenues: New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Maryland,

11 •. Although several practices to which we have taken exception in this report
have been properly attributed to the Financial Manager in view o:f the primary
responsibilities of that position, we note tlmt ultimate respon.sibility
certainly lies with the Lottery Director and the Lottery Commission,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

has revenue been far below

ed;j_ons?

The Maine State Lottery was created by the legislature for the purpose of providing
additional revenue for the General Fund. Original estimates ranged from ~j>L 9 to
$9.3 million for the General Fund annually. The second and most recent year of
lottery operations resulted in $2.6 million for the General Fund. The higher
amount of estimated revenue was based upon the projections of Mathematica, Inc.
of Princeton, New ,Jersey and is the most frequently recalled revenue estimate j_n
discussions of the lottery's performance. It is noteworthy that a Maine firm,
ESCO Research, Inc. of Portland estimated General Fund revenue of $L9 million in
the first year of 197~-75 and the actual ammmt ·was $L2 million, thereby achieving
a very accurate estimate.
Mathematica, Inc. based their estimate of revenue to the General :Fund on the higher
amount of $13 to ~;21 million in estimated annual sales, which j_n turn, is based
upon an annualized sales rate of $12 to $20 per capita, Research indicates that
annualized sa:les rates of $12 to $20 per capita are not at all uncommon in the
lottery states with Michigan reflecting an 1.musually high mark of $24.70 and
Connecticut a low of $9.'73, next to Maine's $7.82. Rhode Island, Massachusetts
and New Hampshire were all in excess of ~[,16 .00, The highest rate Maine has ever
achieved during a particular period of time was $14,72 in annualize~ per capita
sales in the first eight weeks of the first instant game.
It is because sales are low and not because of high costs that the General Fund
has failed to reach the higher estimates. Little evidence was observed of costs
being in excess of what one might prudently expect in an operation of the type
under stuCJ.y. One major area of exception is that of agent commissions to be
discussed later. The problem has simply been one of low sales,
A number of limiting factors are advanced in the detailed portion of the report
as likely explanations of Maine's comparative low· sales. Among these factors are
demographics of the state; initial w1favorable publicity concerning moral and legal
issues; reluctance by some banks to act as distributor banl<;s for ticl\:ets, thereby,
making more difficult the acquisition of sales agents; regular week.ly grune reflect
ing low popularity; failure to institute an instant game until J1me 1975 while i t
was initially suggested in August 1971.1 after demonstrating popularity in
Massachusetts; failure to change the first instant garne for 1+5 weeks even after
interest markedly declined; low popularity with tourists; limited enthusiasm
evidenced by liquor store employees selling tickets; little evidence of endorsement
and support by the news media; legally limited television and radio advertising
tmtil January 1975; lowest disposable per capita income of eight lottery states
sampled; and heavy workloads placed on field representatives whose ,job it is to
stimulate the market :for tj clret r;alcs by worldng with sales agents and developing
additional sales agents.
Possible explanations were offered in the detailed portion of the report :for New
Hampshire 1 s superior lottery results when compared wj_th Maine. 1. be Executhre
Director of the S\veepstakeE; Cormnj_sE;ion was consulted in tb:is regard. One of thr=:
more prominent reasons for New Har11pshire 1 s superiority is Lts twelve years of
experience. Another factor ls that state' f> e:xtensi ve use of out- of- state suh
scription plans although the practice is pending resolution j_n the courts.
1

- 29 Maine's costs of operation are 23.9 percent of sales while a typical lottery
state's percentage is 15 percent. There is a logical explanation, hovrever, in
that the percentage is largely due to the low volume of sales, An arbitrary
maximum percentage should not be imposed until it is believed that annual sales
levels have stabilized.
The central matter of note under costs of operation was the Commission's decl.sion
to change the sales agent connnission from five percent to eight percent. Maine
is the only state to have adopted this higher percentage of cormnission among eleven
lottery states samplect at a very recent date. Utilizing 1975-76 sales as a base
for calculation, the increased cost will amount to at least $250,000 in 1976-77.
The general conclusion reached in seeking to answer why revenue has been far beluw
projections is that sales were greatly over-estimated mainly as a result of the
incorrect assumption that Maine citizens would buy lottery tickets at the same rate
as citizens of other states. Additional factors were listed in the basic report
and again here in the summary.
Verify the propriety of the percentages of the distribution of funds.
The statutes require that the money in the Lottery }1lnd be used for payment of
prizes (not less than 45 percent of sales), operational expenses and payment to
the General Fund (profits).
The question was raised and referred to the legislature for resolution as to
whether or not free tickets awarded as prizes should be counted at the regular
$1.00 game price when determining the attainment of the statutory 45 percent of
sales requirement. Pending the judgment of the legislature in this regard, the
Commission should take steps to value free tickets at cost in the prize structu:re.
An estimate of the j_ncrease in return to the General Fund from this action is
approximately $75,000 in a fiscal year and does not include additional amounts that
would result from the inclusion of estimated administrative handling costs of such
free tickets.
It was disclosed that the Financial Manager of the Commission could not satisfactorily
age the unclaimed prizes in the suspense account. When unclaimed prizes are more
than one year old such monies become available for use as overlays to the regular
weekly game. Overlays are periodically used to spark the sales of the weel<:.ly game
and constitute a valuable technique for increasing sales. Reportedly, action is
currently being taken to age unclaimed prizes.

Determine the best method for

revenue to the General Fund.

'1'he evaluation diGcJ.oncd no certain way to rmbstantially incrc[WC rc~vcnw~ Lo Lhc
General F'un<l ~;hart of the poss:i.billty prc·v.Locw ly otrLlincd reLated Lu l'l'<'ol_';tt i Y.:llll~
free tickets in the prize structure at tltc normal game! salu; prlc~c'. II Jllt.llllll"l' oC
cormnents were offered aimed at assisting in the overall effort. Many of the points
are not necessarily new to the Commission and staff.

- 30 Prominent among the 18 points was a suggestion that the Commission take steps to:
a.

Identify major towns whose residents do not purchase lottery tickets in
an acceptable proportion to the population.

b.

Identify major towns whose agents do not sell lottery tickets to
an acceptable proportion of the population.

Both actions would be preliminary to making a determination as to an appropriate
course of corrective action.
Another suggestion was to maximize the use of overlay games aimed at improving the
sale of weekly game tickets. Additionally, it is believed effort should be expended
to increase the attractiveness of the basic weekly game, based upon an analysis of
the history of sales.
The Incredible Instant Game- July

14 to August 27, 1976

The well publicized events surrounding the Incredible Game were examined and note
taken of the actual insurance protection provided by the contract with the game
supplier as opposed to what Lottery officials apparently believed the insurance to
be. Insurance became an important issue when a weakness in ticket design resulted
in cash prize claims substantially beyond those anticipated
Also discussed was the
termination date of the contract specified in that document, which may prove to have
a bearing on the two subsequent games selected by the Commission under the option
clause.
Auto Game - Beginning September

15, 1976

The circumstances surrounding the State Auditor's concern with the presence of an
unfair advantage to sales agents in the Auto Game and the Commission's handling
of that concern was outlined in this section. The suggestion of the game supplier
to change the rules of the game after the game had started as a proposed remedy
to the situation was found to be offensive to our own sense of propriety and,
fortunately, the suggestion was rejected by the Commission Chairman. The
recommendation was made that sales agents not be barred from purchasing tickets
in an effort to prevent sales agent advantages, rather, it was recommended that
games be thoroughly "debugged."
Note 1vas taken of the contradiction between the Commission's publicized concern
for individuals buying too many tickets and the Commission 1 s inclusion in the
Auto Game of a technique designed to produce a "treadmill effect." It is believed
that such a contradiction exposes the Commission to the type of editorial criticism
considered as damaging to sales in the past. As a final matter, it was observed
that the Commission does not, in the opinion of the evaluators, possess a contract
specifically for the Auto Game. Therefore, protective features for both partj_es
are not specified in a binding document. Concern was expressed for the public
image of the Lottery as it pertains to future sales, should problems develop in
the execution of games without an adequate contract.

- 31 -

General Observations
A number of general observations were offered to provide additional perspective
to one's view of the Lottery. The observations neither related directly to fore·~
going material or even to each other, but were deemed to be noteworthy in the
overall view of lottery operations.
It was observed that proportionately, the Lottery contributes a sma,ll percentage
to state revenues and finances a small percentage of General Fund expenditures.
This has been found to be true in all lottery states.

In conclusion, the Maine State Lottery Commission was proposed as a method for
adding substantial revenue to the General Fund without a tax increase. Based
upon per capita sales rates in other states, it appeared that the General Fund
would realize fairly substantial sums ranging from $5.2 to $9.3 million. As it
turned out, Maine has not achieved a per capita sales rate comparable to those o:f
other states. This appears to be due to a number of circumstances rather than
any one single and clearly identifiable reason.
To this point in time, Maine citizens have simply not "warmly embraced" the
lottery in overwhe.Uiling numbers. There does appear to be some evidence of
growth however, and we are led to believe that sales have not yet reached a
maximum in annual return. In our opinion, now is the appropriate time for the
Commission to reappraise the situation and form adefini tive plan of action and
pre-determine what results those actions should produce so that effectiveness
can later be measured.
Early returns from the current Auto Game reflect; a good rate of sales. Perhaps
what was considered as adverse publicity resulting from the Incredible Game has,
surprisingly, created a reverse effect on sales by calling attention to the
lottery. It might even be that the considerable editorial comment appearing in
the media has helped the Lottery Commission turn the corner toward new found
financial benefits to the State's General Fund,
The first draft o:f this report was reviewed for accuracy with the Lottery Director
and his staff as well as the Lottery Commission. This, the final draft, has been
revised in consideration o:f certain objections which were appropriately raised by
the Lottery Commission and staff. Attachment 8 provi<les the written response of
the Lottery to this report.
We wish to thank the Commission and staff for the cooperation and assistance
vided during the course of the study.
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ATTACHMENT 6a
SALES AGENT COMMISSIONS IN OTHER
LOTTERY STATES AS OF OCTOBER l, 1976
COMMISSION
PAID TO
AGENTS

STATE

BONUSES
PAID TO
AGENTS

OTHER
AGENT
INCENTIVES

Connecticut (l)

5% - All Games Plus
$2.00 per Book of
Instant Tickets

2ofo on Prizes to
$5,000. f!/o on
Larger Prizes

None

Delaware (2)

5% - All Games

2ofo on Prizes of
$100 and Over

None

Maine

8% - All Games

lofo on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

Not Regularly

Maryland (2)

5% - All Games

lofo on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

f!/o of Gross Set
Aside for Agent
Incentives

Massachusetts (l)

5% - All Games

lofo of All Prizes

Every 5th Ticket
Allows Agent to
Enter a Special
Drawing

Ohio (l)

5% - All Games

f!/o on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

None

Pennsylvania (3)

5% - All Games

lofo on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

Each lOlst Ticket
Allows Agent to
Enter a Special
Drawing.

New Hampshire (l)

5% - All Games

2ofo to 2/101/o on

None

Prizes $1,000
and Over
New Jersey (l)

New York

(4)

Rhode Island (5)

lofo on Prizes of
5% - Weekly Game
And $18.00 Per Book
$1,000 and Over
of Instant Tickets(3.6%)

None

6%- All Games

lofo on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

None

5% - All Games
8% - Numbers

lofo on Prizes of
$1,000 and Over

Every 8th Ticket
Allows Agent to
Enter a Special
Drawing

STATE AGENCY COMMENTS:
1) No particular pressure to change rates.
2) No particular pressure to change rates. Legislature sets commission rate.
3) No particular pressure to change rates •. "If 5% is not enough 8% or 101/o won't be
either." Lottery tickets require no shelf space. Only marginal agents gave up
selling tickets.
(4) Per: Deputy Director: Under no conditions will agent rates be changed. Lottery
·connnis sions are pure profit for agents.
(5) Per Director: Agents will "always" want more.

1

ATTACHMENT 6b
BANK COMMISSIONS IN OTHER LOTTERY
STATES AS OF OCTOBER l, 1976
COMMISSIONS PAID TO
STATE

BANK

TIME OF
FLOAT *

Connecticut

.75% of Gross Sales

Normal

Delaware (l)

$3.00 per Agent per week
or 1.25% of Gross Sales
Whichever is Higher

Normal

Maine

2%

Normal

Maryland

.50% of Amount Deposited
Plus $140.00 per Year per
Branch Bank

28 Days

Massachusetts

None

5 Weeks

Ohio (2) ·

1.1% of Gross Sales

Normal

Pennsylvania

$3.00 per Agent per week
or 1.25% of Actual Deposit.
This election made in Advance
by Agent

Normal

New Hampshire

1% of Gross Sales

Normal

New Jersey (3)

.5o% on Weekly Game and
1% on Instant Game, both
on Actual Deposit

Normal

New York (2)

.75% of Gross Sales

Normal

Rhode Island

$2.00 per Agent per week
plus $1.00 per pack on
Instant Games

Normal

*

of Gross Sales

Normal indicates that banks have use of funds during the period that funds
normally flaw through the system.

(l)

Banks not involved in sports betting.

(2)

Bank commission structure presently being studied.

(3)

Banks will receive 1% of actual deposit on all games before the end of the year.
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(207) 289-2081

George Orestls, Director

August 20, 1976

Stanley R. Sumner, Director
Program Review and Evaluation
State of Maine Department of Audit
Augusta, ME 04330
Dear Mr. Sumner:
The pages which follow are our response to your recent request that we provide
our views with regard to certain questions which arise from your interpretation
of the Legislative Order of March 9, 1976.
We would like to preface our remarks to your questions concerning the Lottery with
this observation. The Lottery is altogether different from other state agencies,
and should be so regarded in that light. It is a business enterprise and a profit
center. It does not operate on taxpayers money as do other agencies, but rather
is completely self supporting. Furthermore, it provides a consumer product rather
than a consumer or taxpayer service. Any profit, no matter how much below projected
figures, that is turned over to the state's general fund must be recognized as free
and clear revenue.
In compliance with your letter dated July 29, 1976, we are pleased to offer the
following response to your three basic questions.
I.

Why has revenue been far below early projections?
A.

Game consultants initial revenue estimates based on
results of other lottery states (excessively high)

B.

Demographic characteristics of Maine
1. Lowest per capita income in New England
2. Lowest population density in New England
3. Geographically larger than rest of New England

C.

Damaged image resulting from criticism of lottery
operation by the United States attorney of Maine

D.

Critical press reports alluding to corruption
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E.
II.

III.

Fragmented banking distribution network due to items C & D above
(still unresolved).

What is the propriety of the percentages of the payout?
A.

The 45% payout is the statutory requirement of the state and is
the traditional amount most lottery states assign to prize pools.

B.

A reduction in the percentage would generate adverse sales results.

C.

An increase in the percentage would obviosly depregs revenues to
the General Fund.

What is the best method for increasing the yield?
A.

Constant improvement of game products (i.e. the Incredible Instant
Game)

B.

Increase frequency of new games
1. Public interest levels wane after six weeks (sales data analysis)

C.

Vary the prize structures (merchandise or cash)
1. Seasonal appeals
a. Christmas, vacations, etc. (based on on-going marketing
surveys)

D.

Concentrate promotional advertising toward the high yield market areas
1. Bangor, Portland, Lewiston, Waterville, Augusta

E.

Ticket agent incentive programs
1. Purpose: Ask the public to buy

F.

Liquor store incentive programs
1. Purpose: Eliminate passive participation

G.

Fully develop the banking network
1. Purpose: One-stop banking for agents

H.

Improve tourist sa 1es
1. Billboard promotion (sales analysis)
2. Expand ticket outlet concentration in vacation areas
a. Sales booths (Old Orchard Beach, Ski areas, etc.)
b. Ticket availability in motels and restaurants
c. Special agents

I.

Administrative cost control programs (ever mindful that a budget
trim may appear to be a cost saving but in actuality may impair
operations)
1. Cost savings instituted during the past year
a. Telephone lines reduced by two
b. The closing of the regional office in Augusta
c. Maximum of 14 state automobiles available for staff use
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Maximum staff of 38 as opposed to the authorized 57
Use of Purolator delivery system
Future move to lower rent, more efficient, headquarters
Future elimination of weekly field drawings throughout
the state
Lottery and state Central Computer Services plan the
creation of a new weekly game
Production of superdrawing equipment in-state at
enormous savings

J.

Contracted advertising agency offers most economical service
1. Full time P-R person
2. Organized and staffed to handle advertising related functions,
state is not
3. Buys all advertising space and time and rebates commission

K.

Ticket prices should not be increased
1. Too regressive--last resort when all else fails

L.

We have no research data to make an evaluation of the 'Numbers•
and 'Lucky 7' games.
v~.~truly

1
(,j~

yours,

fd~· ' e>rUfVl~
A

Peter
Gorman, Chairman
Maine tate Lottery Commission
PJG/cah
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HANN

DEPUTY STATE AUDITOR

STATE AUDITOR
ROBERT G. REDMAN
DIRECTOR OF MUNICIPAL AUDITS
JOHN L, PARRISH
FRAUD INVESTIGATION DIVISION

October 18, 1976

Note Re:

Attachment 8

Attachment 8 was intended to be a copy of the Commission's
response to this report which was discussed at length on
October 13, 1976 with the Commission and division heads.
Due to the reported decision of the Commission and staff to
answer in detail, it was not possible for the Commission to
complete that response for inclusion in this report within
the time frame available.
The available time frame was determined by an earlier decision
to make th~ report available to the Legislative Performance
Audit Committee at the earliest practical date.

;;z: ?.) ,~;;;;./~) -- --Stanle~R. Sumner
Director, Division of Program
Review and Evaluation

